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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter consists of the background of research, statement of problem, purposes 
and significance of research, and organization of writing. 
 
1.1 Background of Research 
   The novel is part of fiction which has some elements such as character, setting, symbol, 
plot and point of view. The character is one the important things in a  novel. The character is 
the heart of a story, the engine that drives them and the feature which sticks longest in the 
reader's mind. In addition, the character has some types; primary or main character, a 
secondary character, and then tertiary character. Characters certainly consist of men and 
women.  
   The men always are main character, because the men are stronger than women and the 
placement of women usually be objective from men’s clan. According to Tyson  states that 
feminist criticism esteemed literature and another culture oppresses the women from the 
economic, political, and psychological (119). This perception makes the degree of women are 
underneath the men. In the same matter, Mosse argues most of the society gives different 
welcome for birth between the baby boy and girl. For example, when the baby boy was born 
to the world, the parent celebrated of his birth meanwhile the girl is not (205).  According to 
patriarchal ideology in Mosse’s book through the 1950s, a good woman stays at home, raises 
  
her children and she does not need her necessity because she feels satisfied if she can serve 
her family perfectly (Mosse 197). 
It is same with the condition before world war II and around world war II. According to 
Tyson  argues that before the war, standard dress for women included a long skirt, tightly 
laced corsets, high buttoned shoes, and long hair swept up onto the head. It is different with 
the condition of women around world war two, women skirt become shorter, wears modern 
footwear, and bobbed hair (cut short and worn loosely) and then women be a volunteer(121). 
They actives and supports positions in factories, government, organizations, military 
auxiliaries, resistance groups, and more. Mosse said that a good example of this was the 
sudden eruption of women into the UK workforce during the Second World War when there 
were simply not enough men to operate the war-time economy (207).  Dolores Monet said too 
on her blog: 
“During thel, war, as men went off to fight, women took on jobs formerly on jobs in 
munitions factories, performed administrative work, took work as drivers, nurses, and 
farm workers. They volunteered for organizations like the Red Cross and joined the 
filled by men. Women and girls who previously worked as domestic servants took 
military.Many of the occupations demanded the wearing of uniforms, including 
trousers. A military look crept into fashion designs as well with military style tunic 
jackets, belts, and epaulets…(Monet, par. 1) 
This is the impacts of the war, in which a country that follows the war requires more 
labor. Such as women who work to volunteer associated with the war effort. 
  
   It is not directly that social conditions can change the mindsets, habits, and attitudes of 
women. When the women work like some men, they will become or feel like men. The 
example in Beauvoir’s book  states that Sarolta is the girl, but her father always directs her to 
be the boy: she riding the horse, hunts. When she grows up 13th years old, Sarolta falls in 
love with girl and pretend to be men. It means that formations of character and behavior are 
influenced from social conditions (205). Lee argued that for this reason only, gender is a 
social construction insofar as it is  not an individual construction and needs more than one 
human  being to give it comprehensible meaning (19). 
 
 This research focuses on the portrayal of women around world war II in the novel 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s.Breakfast at Tiffany’s is the novel written in 1958 and first published by 
Penguin Books, Middlesex, 1961. It tells the story of a young woman in World-era New York 
who hobnobs with famous people, gets into a lot of trouble, and breaks many hearts along the 
way, all while struggling to find her place in the world. And it's one of Truman Capote's most 
famous works, due in large part to the film adaptation of it (“Shmoop” Par.1) 
 In the novel especially in Holly, characters  are feminism’s substance. The character 
Holly Golightly is unconventional woman portrayal, because Holly is a single lady which her 
life does not reflect women’s reality in the 1960s. She rejects the conventional ideals of her 
time and nontraditional values that make American reader shocked of this potrayal. The study 
uses feminist criticism theory by Simone de Beauvoir  to analyze this novel. Tyson states that 
“ [...]feminist criticism examines the ways in which literature (and other  cultural productions) 
reinforces or undermines the economic, political, social, and psychological oppression of 
women (83). 
  
The reason makes writer interested in analyzing the portrayal of women around world 
war II in this novel, because the writer finds a lot of the women is portrayal based on reader’s 
understanding. This novel also can show how the portrayal of women in world war II and it 
gives benefit to the women now.   
There have been several types of research related to the theory which used this research.  
The first research was done by Adhia (2014) entitled Women’s Portrayal Reflected In Witch 
Character Of Joy Cowley’s Brother Grimms Fairytales. She focused on a women problem 
which always portrayed by the character in the novel Brother Grimms. 
Furthermore, Rizal Nursalim (2007) has analyzed of the novel The Tenant of  Windfell 
Hall, his thesis about feminist entitled Main Female Effort to be Independent of Main Male 
Character Domination in Anne Bronte’s the Tenant of Wildfell Hall. In his analysis, he 
determines that Anne Bronte’s novel brings feminism ideas that are portrayed by Helen’s 
character; Helen represents woman character in the story. She wanted to deliver about her 
idea is there should be a freedom for every woman to find a man she wants to marry. She 
stated that there should be no wedlock because every person –woman- has rights to choose 
someone to love and to be loved. 
Finally Immawati (2013) on her study about feminist entitled The Portrayal of Women in 
Michael Straczynsky’s Movie-script Ninja Assasins. She has analysis two purpose, they are: to 
described women view in the novel, and she has explored the major character. 
 
1.2 Statement of Problems 
 Based on the background of the study, the problems to be solved in this research are:  
  
1. How are women portrayed in the novel Breakfast at Tiffany’s? 
2. How is the relation between the setting world war II with portrayal women in the 
novel Breakfast at Tiffany’s? 
 
 
1.3 Purpose and Significance of Research 
 In analyzing of this research, feminism term as the theory, the researcher considers 
aspects of the novel as the object. The selected subject of this research, of course, hopefully, 
can represent the researcher's purpose and for others in appreciating literary works in daily 
life. Both of purpose and significance will be displayed in the following below: 
 
 
1.3.1 Purpose of Research 
 Based on the statement of problem above, this research formulated the purpose as bellow: 
1. This research aims to know  how women portrayed in the novel Breakfast at 
Tiffany’s. 
2. This research aims to know how is the relation between the setting world war II with 
portrayal women in the novel Breakfast at Tiffany’s? 
 
1.3.2 Significance of Research 
 The significance research are: 
 Practically, the significance of this research, for the researcher is a study for improving 
the understanding related to the literature study and also this research adds a new 
  
understanding about the portrayal women character in the novel during world war II. For the 
other researchers, this research could be a guidance or reading source for their researchers. 
For the reader, this research is significant especially for the student of literary faculty for 
becoming the reference. 
 Theoretically, this research directed to develop research about women character in 
literary work. Besides for knowing that  it is true that many portrayals of women in the 
literary works especially in the novel have to know.  
 
 
1.4 Definition of Key Terms 
In order to avoid some misinterpretations of some key terms are used in 
this study, the following explains the terms are used. 
1. Gender 
Gender is a complex social construct based upon biological sex, but it is 
not the same as sex. It can also be argued that gender alone drives us, and 
that sex is an incidental feature. Although gender is commonly used 
interchangeably with sex, within the social sciences it often refers to 
specifically social differences, known as gender roles in the biological 
sciences. 
2. Feminism 
The doctrine advocating the social and political rights of women is equal 
to those possessed by men: a movement to quiver such right; in a male,  
the presence of feminine characteristic. 
  
3. Independent 
Confident and for free to do things without needing help from other people. It 
is mean that every person has their own right to do anything without any  
pressure from other people. 
 
1.5 Organization of Writing 
 Chapter 1 is an introduction. In this chapter, there is background of research, statements 
of the problem, research question, purposes and significances of research, definition of key 
terms, and organization of writing. 
 Chapter II is theoretical related. This chapter reviews theories underlying  and supporting 
the research including a) Novel, b) Feminism, c) Feminist Literary criticism, d) War 
condition,  e) Gender, and f) Previous Study. 
 Chapter III is a method of research. This chapter elaborates methodology of this research, 
it is begun by the method of research, the data, sources of data, and the technique of collecting 
data and ended with the technique of analyzing  data. 
 Chapter IV is analysis. This chapter provides data representation and discussion based on 
Simone de Beauvoir's theory of the second sex and feminist theory. The explanation is based 
on the problem statements and theories. There are how are women portrayal and how the 
setting world war II with  portrayal women in the novel. 
 Chapter VI conclusion and suggestion. This is the final chapter provides the conclusion 
of the whole analysis and suggestion for better understanding. 
 
 
